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CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS AND METHODS FOR DIVERSE
DATA

The study is dedicated to the comprehensive investigation of clustering methods for
diverse data. The research is focused on the problems of graphic format algorithms, which
is conditioned by the presence of 12 different features for clustering, 7 of which were cate-
gorical. The data is presented along 12 axes in a graphical format. To solve the problem
the PCA algorithm was applied with further transformation of categorical features into
numerical for dimensionality reduction to 2 components and further orthogonal superim-
position of clusters on them. Clustering using the k-prototype method was provided. A
sixfold decrease in PCA algorithm has drawbacks such as enormous data loss which was
presented. Based on the list of conducted experiments on hierarchical clustering the pros
and cons can be seen for this approach. The complexity of clustering which consists in
representation of results from the analysis of big data was provided. The KAMILA algo-
rithm that is based on distributed computing models MapReduce and gives a significant
advantage was described.

Keywords: expectation-maximization, Structural equation modeling, KAy-means for
MIxedLArge data, Lowest common ancestor, self-organizing map, Adaptive resonance the-
ory, Kernel Density Estimation.

1. Introduction. Clustering is a technique used in data analysis and machine
learning to divide the given data into groups of similar data points based on their
characteristics or attributes which are called clusters. The goal of clustering is to
identify patterns or structures in the data that can help to better understand the
underlying data distribution, to make predictions or to enable e�cient processing.
Algorithms can be signi�cantly di�erent in that sense that what has to be included
to each cluster and how to �nd their dependencies more e�ectively. Among the list
of popular conceptions of clusters there are groups with the elements which can be
built based on distance between them, density of areas in data spaces, intervals or
speci�c statistical distribution [1, 4].

The purpose of study � applying di�erent algorithms and methods for clus-
tering diverse data.

The object of this study is to conduct an analysis and compare applied
methods or algorithms, therefore to identify the most e�ective one that showed the
most precise results.

Since the main goal in clustering analysis is to �nd a certain number of groups
of objects which are similar between each other inside the speci�c group and which
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are most di�erent compared to other groups, data processing is required to identify
the main direction of how it will be processed later. In order to �nd dependencies in
objects with diverse data and apply clustering feature engineering should be applied.

Most of the algorithms used for data clustering are based on data adaptation for
clustering methods for repetitive data. There are two main approaches by which
clustering is performed:
1) Transforming numerical data into categorical features with further applying

clustering methods for that feature;
2) Transforming categorical features into numeric forms, scaling them and applying

clustering methods for numeric data.
In current investigation next research methods will be performed:
� Comparison � indicating the di�erences between di�erent clustering methods.
� Calculations � searching for numerical features to use in clustering methods
such as job execution time etc.

� Analysis � decomposing clustering methods into several properties or charac-
teristics.

� Formalization � visualizing clustering algorithms as mathematical formulas.
From the practical point of view the current research can be used for diverse

data clustering in di�erent scopes. By getting familiar with this paper researchers
will be able to choose optimal clustering methods based on its properties.

2. Analysis of recent resources. For better understanding of the prin-
ciples and aspects of diverse data clustering and summarizing existing approaches,
algorithms and methods which are used for data clustering, the analysis of recent re-
sources was done. The results of analysis will be used during investigations described
in next sections.

The paper [2, 11] has described di�erent developed models and algorithms of
clustering analysis, described problems of some algorithms and proposed possible
solutions to solve them. As the conclusion from described content it can be said
that applying ensemble methods is very promising and e�ective for processing diverse
data.

In the research [5, 12] the main approaches of diverse data clustering is reviewed,
the abilities of usage of similar algorithms is described. Application of di�erent
distances between diverse data and possible hierarchical distribution is reviewed.
The work describes leading tasks and open questions in diverse data clustering areas.

Researchers [3, 15] investigated the approach of Dharmendra S. Modhia and
Scott Spangler for clustering diverse data in their article. They described KAMILA
algorithm and its theoretical implementation using R language with further algo-
rithm simulation using random data. The results of clustering on �balanced� and
�unbalanced� data sets were analyzed. The possible implementation of the algorithm
for analyzing big data using Apache Hadoop and its results were described.

Research [6] is interesting by its analysis of basic clustering algorithms such as
k-means, density-based clustering and agglomerative clustering with further imple-
mentation using C language.

In the article [7, 13] the main diverse data clustering problems were described.
Applying hybrid distance techniques were analyzed. Basic steps such as data trans-
formation with discretization and productivity of k-modes and LCA algorithms were
described. As a solution of the described problems KAMILA algorithm was applied
and analyzed.
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Authors [8, 10] proposed a model based on mixed data clustering using SEM
algorithm. Advantages and possibilities of work with incomplete data of provided
solutions were described.

3. Methods and tools of research. The approach to clustering di�erent
types of data involves processing the data and using clustering algorithms. Cluster-
ing algorithms can be divided into several categories, including partitioning, hierar-
chical, model-based, neural network-based, and others.

3.1. Data processing. Clustering datasets in a given dataset is almost always
dependent on the structure and types of data that are present within it. If there is no
common structure or if the features are not well de�ned, clustering is likely to result
in inaccurate results, as the boundaries between clusters are di�cult to determine.
Therefore, to achieve better clustering results, it is necessary to properly process
our datasets. Almost always, it is necessary to �nd a balance between information
loss and distortion. Data preprocessing is a critical step in clustering, as it can help
to improve the quality of the clusters and reduce the impact of noise and outliers in
the data. Data preprocessing techniques can include normalization, feature scaling,
dimensionality reduction, and handling of missing values. Data can be categorized as
categorical or numerical. Numerical data consists of ordinary numbers that represent
a particular feature, such as the quantity of something, a certain distance, age, etc.
Categorical data, on the other hand, represents particular groups or categories, such
as race, gender, or blood groups. To �nd common characteristics among numerical
data, algorithms are typically used to calculate distances between them. However,
it is more di�cult to do so with categorical data, as there are no numerical values
to calculate distances [9, 10].

In all cases of clustering di�erent types of data, the dataset contains both cate-
gorical and numerical data. This is the main challenge in such clustering scenarios.
When considering the simplest approaches for �nding common characteristics among
di�erent types of data, the following method is commonly used: the numerical and
categorical data are separated and the Euclidean distance is calculated between the
numerical data, while the Hamming distance is calculated between the categorical
data. The next step is mixing, where the metrics obtained from the distance calcu-
lations of the two types are combined to �nd a distance between the di�erent types
of data. This is done by combining the metrics obtained from the calculations of the
two types, such as the Euclidean and Hamming distances, to �nd a single distance
metric that captures the similarities and di�erences between the di�erent types of
data. Of course, direct mixing will not help because the result would be no precise
[11]. The reason why it is better to choose di�erent distance metrics for numerical
and categorical data is because they have di�erent characteristics and require di�er-
ent approaches for calculating distances. For example, numerical data is continuous
and can be measured on a scale, while categorical data consists of non-numerical
values that represent particular categories or groups.

Therefore, �nding a common metric that works well for both numerical and
categorical data is not always straightforward and can be a challenging task.

3.2. Divisive clustering algorithms. The most well-studied methods for
clustering di�erent types of data belong to the family of algorithms that partition
data into clearly de�ned groups using either purely numerical data (k-means) or
purely categorical data (k-modes). The main idea behind such algorithms is to
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determine the center of a cluster using numerical or categorical data, compute dis-
tances from the centroid to the objects being studied, and then process the mixed
data types to �nd the local minimum.

The main advantages of such algorithms are their speed and ability to be paral-
lelized (e.g., using MapReduce), which makes them suitable for working with large
datasets. Some well-known algorithms in this family include Huang's, Ahmad and
Dey's, Zhao, Modh and Spangler's, and Ren's [5] algorithms.

Z. Huang's algorithm [6, 11], also known as the k-prototype method, uses the
Euclidean distance from the mean values to numeric data and the Hamming distance
for the most common data to categorical data. However, the resulting cluster centers
may not accurately re�ect the clusters due to potential loss of information caused by
the Hamming distance, which only considers the presence or absence of agreement
between two categorical values.

Sartaj Ahmad and Gurav Deh's approach [7, 15] involves developing a new cost
function and distance calculation to address the limitations of the k-prototypes al-
gorithm. They calculate similarity between categorical data based on co-occurrence
of values with other features, and also weight numerical features using this method.
Overall, this algorithm performs better than the k-prototypes algorithm.

Another approach is the algorithm by V. Zhao [4], which, to avoid the drawbacks
of the Hamming distance, used the frequency of occurrence of categorical data to
determine the cluster centers, which also resulted in better results than using the
k-prototypes algorithm.

Dharmendra S. Modha and Scott Spangler proposed an algorithm in which each
data point lies in di�erent spaces. The calculation of weights is based on the measure
of distortion between di�erent spaces of objects. For numerical features, the squared
Euclidean distance is used, and for categorical features, the cosine distance is used.

M. Ren [6] uses the approach of building cluster centers based on the k-prototypes
algorithm, further developing the idea of Sartaj Ahmad and Gurav Dei [7, 14] by
applying a Gaussian �lter to the overall distance values and combining the determi-
nation of the cluster center with the feature weights to create a new cost function.
Since the initial weights are initialized with random values, this algorithm may pro-
duce di�erent results after several runs with the same input data.

The K-prototypes algorithm de�nes G virtual individuals (or prototypes) as the
centers of groups, constructed from the mean values per group for numerical variables
and the mode per group for categorical variables. The distance between two subjects
X and Y is determined as follows (Formula 1):

𝑑2(𝑋, 𝑌 ) =

𝑞∑︁
𝑗=1

(𝑥𝑗 − 𝑦𝑗)
2 + 𝛾

𝑝∑︁
𝑗=𝑞+1

𝛿(𝑥𝑗, 𝑦𝑗) (1)

where
𝑞∑︀

𝑗=1

(𝑥𝑗 − 𝑦𝑗)
2 is the squared Euclidean distance for continuous variables;

𝛾
𝑝∑︀

𝑗=𝑞+1

𝛿(𝑥𝑗, 𝑦𝑗) � Hamming distance.

The weight 𝛾 is used to avoid bias towards any type of attribute. It can be
speci�ed by the user or estimated using the combined variance of the data.

The minimization criteria is the total sum of distances (TSD) between the sub-
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jects and the prototype of the class 𝑏𝑔 to which they belong (Formula 2):

𝑇𝑆𝐷 =
𝐺∑︁

𝑔=1

∑︁
𝑥∈𝐶𝑔

(︃
𝑞∑︁

𝑗=1

(𝑥𝑗 − 𝑏𝑔,𝑗)
2 + 𝛾

𝑝∑︁
𝑗=𝑞+1

𝛿(𝑥𝑗, 𝑏𝑔,𝑗)

)︃
(2)

The K-prototypes algorithm is similar to k-means in practice: initial prototypes
G are chosen as temporary cluster centers, then each subject is assigned to the
nearest prototype. When all subjects are assigned, prototypes are updated to re-
�ect their optimal class. Then subjects are reassigned to the updated prototypes if
necessary, and the process repeats until the distribution becomes stable.

3.3. Hierarchical clustering. Hierarchical clustering methods create a
hierarchy of clusters organized from top to bottom (or bottom to top). To create
clusters, hierarchical algorithms require the following [13]:
1. Similarity matrix � built by �nding similarities between each pair of data

points. The choice of similarity metric (for building the similarity matrix) a�ects
the shape of the clusters;

2. The linkage criterion � it determines the distance between sets of observations
as a function of the pairwise distance between observations.
Most hierarchical clustering algorithms have a high computational complexity

of 𝑂(𝑛3) and require 𝑂(𝑛2) memory, where 𝑛 is the number of data points. For
constructing a similarity matrix in the case of heterogeneous data types, the Gower
distance can be used.

The Gower distance can be used to measure the dissimilarity between two records
that may contain a combination of logical, categorical, numerical, or text data. The
distance is always a number between 0 (identical data) and 1 (maximally di�erent
data). For numerical data, the normalized Manhattan distance is used, for ordinal
data the variable is �rst ranked and then the Manhattan distance is used. For
nominal data, the 𝑘 categories are �rst transformed into 𝑘 binary columns, and
then the Dice coe�cient is used.

Strategies for hierarchical clustering can be divided into two types
1. Agglomerative (or bottom-up) clustering, where each point starts as its own

cluster and pairs of clusters are merged as the algorithm moves up the hierarchy.
2. Divisive (or top-down) clustering, where all points start in a single cluster and

recursive splitting occurs as the algorithm moves down the hierarchy.
Agglomerative clustering starts with 𝑁 clusters (one for each subject), and at

each step, the two closest clusters are merged until only one cluster remains. The
sequence of mergers is represented on a dendrogram to facilitate the choice of an
optimal number of clusters. In general, the best cluster allocation is the one that
precedes the �rst signi�cant increase in within-cluster variance [1, 3].

Let's suppose that at a certain stage of aggregation, clusters 𝐶𝑖 and 𝐶𝑗 are the
next ones to be merged. To determine the distance of the merged cluster 𝐶𝑖 ∪𝐶𝑗 to
any other cluster 𝐶𝑘, the similarity matrix needs to be updated using a single linkage
method, which belongs to the family of Lance-William's algorithms (Formula 3):

𝑑 (𝐶𝑖 ∪ 𝐶𝑗, 𝐶𝑘) = 𝛼𝑑 (𝐶𝑖, 𝐶𝑘) + 𝛽𝑑 (𝐶𝑗, 𝐶𝑘)− 𝜂𝑑 (𝐶𝑖, 𝐶𝑗) . (3)

The coe�cients 𝛼, 𝛽 and 𝜂 depend on the aggregation method used. These
methods for calculating distances between clusters are called linkage criteria. Using
the Ward aggregation method, Formula 3 takes the following form (Formula 4):
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𝑑(𝐶𝑖 ∪ 𝐶𝑗, 𝐶𝑘) =
𝑛𝑖 + 𝑛𝑘

𝑛𝑖 + 𝑛𝑗 + 𝑛𝑘

𝑑(𝐶𝑖, 𝐶𝑘)+

+
𝑛𝑗 + 𝑛𝑘

𝑛𝑖 + 𝑛𝑗 + 𝑛𝑘

𝑑(𝐶𝑗, 𝐶𝑘)−
𝑛𝑘

𝑛𝑖 + 𝑛𝑗 + 𝑛𝑘

𝑑(𝐶𝑖, 𝐶𝑗).
(4)

where 𝑛𝑖, 𝑛𝑗 and 𝑛𝑘 represents corresponding sample sizes 𝐶𝑖, 𝐶𝑗 and 𝐶𝑘.
3.4. Clustering algorithms based on models. Clustering algorithms

based on models assume that a data point corresponds to a model, which is typi-
cally a statistical distribution. The models are usually chosen by the user, which
can lead to undesirable results if the model parameters are not well-suited to the
data. Algorithms in this family are generally slower than distribution-based algo-
rithms but can avoid undesirable information loss. Some well-known algorithms in
this family include Autoclass, the Everett algorithm, ClustMD, KAMILA, the Mus-
taki and Papageorgiou model, Brown and Mac-Nicholas model, and the Rajan and
Bhattarcharyya algorithm.

The Autoclass algorithm [4] performs clustering by integrating a mixture model
and Bayesian methods with a prior distribution for each feature.

B. S. Everitt [2] proposed a model-based clustering algorithm for heterogeneous
data using threshold values for categorical data. Due to its high computational cost,
this method is only useful for datasets that contain few categorical features.

I. Mustaki and I. Papageorgiou [5] used LCM for heterogeneous data by trans-
forming categorical features into numerical values from 1 to 𝑞. Polynomial distri-
butions were used for categorical features, and normal distributions for numerical
features. Similar solutions were proposed by R. P. Brown and P. D. McNicholas [6],
who developed a model that combines hidden features and uses the EM algorithm
for model �tting.

The ClustMD algorithm [8] uses a hidden variable model for clustering hetero-
geneous data. It assumes that the hidden variable, along with a Gaussian mixture
distribution, represents a particular data point. The EM algorithm is also used to
estimate the parameters of the model. For categorical data, the Monte Carlo EM al-
gorithm is used. The main problem with this method is the increased computational
cost as the number of features increases.

V. Rajan and S. Bhattacharya [9] introduced an algorithm based on a mixture
of Gaussian copulas, which can model dependencies between both categorical and
numerical features. This method is faster on a signi�cant number of datasets.

A. Foss, M. Markatou, B. Ray, and A. Heching [10] developed the KAMILA
algorithm for clustering heterogeneous data. This method combines two di�erent
clustering algorithms, namely the k-means algorithm and the Gaussian mixture
multinomial model. Like the k-means algorithm, KAMILA does not make signi�-
cant parametric assumptions for numerical features, but instead uses the properties
of Gaussian mixture multinomial models to balance the e�ects of numerical and
categorical data without weighting them.

3.5. Clustering algorithms based on neural networks. Most research
on clustering of heterogeneous data using neural networks focuses on the use of
self-organizing maps (SOM) and adaptive resonance theory (ART). However, the
use of SOM can lead to unpredictable results, such as poor data representation and
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failure to match the data distribution structure. On the other hand, ART is more
computationally complex but can be quite e�ective. ART neural network models
work on the principle that provides adequate ways of clustering data alongside other
popular methods that help to reduce the dimensionality of data sets. Compared to
k-means clustering, ART is a parameterized algorithm. In k-means, the number of
clusters has to be speci�ed prior to the calculations, unlike ART which has a certain
threshold. With this threshold, clusters can be created in real-time. Additionally,
it can determine how loose or tight a cluster will be. One of the main drawbacks of
using a single threshold is that it is applied to all possible clusters, for example, a
threshold value may not lead to high accuracy for both dense and sparse clusters.
To address this, di�erent thresholds can be used for each cluster. To determine
this threshold, the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) machine learning method
is used. PSO performs a search for global maximum or minimum. The position
of particles on each iteration is evaluated according to the �tness function. If the
swarm �nds the best particle, a new threshold coe�cient is calculated.

When ART creates a new cluster, the threshold coe�cient increases and a new
swarm is initialized to optimize the performance of ART. This operation helps to
expand the threshold coe�cients for each cluster, optimizing each threshold for its
respective cluster.

There are also other methods of traditional neural network clustering that can
be applied to clustering heterogeneous data, such as Adaptive Subspace SOM,
ARTMAP, and Vector Quantization.

4. Experiments. For applying clustering algorithms, a dataset of cardio
indicators of patients in a hospital was chosen. The dataset contains 5 numeric and
7 categorical features (Fig. 1). Next, the dataset needs to be processed, for which we
will remove records with missing values and convert categorical features to factors
for processing categorical data in the 𝑅 programming language.

Figure 1. Dataset with patient characteristics

So, let's assume that our dataset consists of 𝑁 independent and identically dis-
tributed observations of a n-dimensional random vector of variables. To cluster
this dataset, we will apply the KAMILA algorithm, which estimates unknown pa-
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rameters using an iterative process similar to the EM algorithm. In other words,
KAMILA also performs iterative estimation, where each iteration consists of two
steps: partitioning and estimation. The partitioning step assigns each observation
to a certain cluster, while the estimation step re-estimates certain cluster parameters
including the newly added observation.

For example, let's take one iteration of the algorithm. First, we need to calculate
the Euclidean distance for each numerical feature to use the Gaussian kernel for
estimating minimum distances using formula 5:

𝑓
(𝑡)
𝑅 (𝑟) =

1

𝑁ℎ(𝑡)

𝑁∑︁
ℓ=1

𝑘

(︃
𝑟 − 𝑟

(𝑡)
ℓ

ℎ(𝑡)

)︃
. (5)

We assume that the categorical features are independent of the numerical ones,
and the algorithm estimates them based on the numerical ones. The algorithm
makes initial assumptions, so on some iterations, the data may di�er signi�cantly
and be di�cult to process (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Results of computing weights for categorical features.

In the given dataset, there are 7 categorical features. As the algorithm evalu-
ates each observation based on its numerical values with projection onto categorical
features, it calculates weights for each categorical feature. Then, it combines the
information and assigns the observation to the cluster that was selected based on
the collected information, and re-estimates the clusters.

The KAMILA.r package uses a straight stopping rule for clustering if certain
groups of observations remain unchanged from one iteration to the next.

It can also be noted that our dataset contains 70,000 records, so the stopping
rule will be quite useful in this case.

To visualize the clusters based on categorical and numerical data, a two-di-
mensional scatter plot with components on the x and y axes was used. These two
components are the result of applying principal component analysis (PCA) to the
data. They can be characterized as linear combinations of the input variables that
account for most of the variability in the observations. From Figure 3, we can see
that the data is separated into 3 clusters, and for analysis we will apply the KAMILA
algorithm and the k-prototypes algorithm with manually speci�ed number of clusters
and their self-determination.

On Figure 3, the result of clustering the data into 3 clusters is shown. Comparing
it with Figure 4, which shows the result of automatic selection of the number of
clusters, we can see that the KAMILA algorithm is capable of choosing the cluster
region incorrectly when the number of clusters is manually speci�ed, and also this
algorithm tends to merge two areas with a smaller data spread.
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Figure 3. The result of clustering the dataset with 70,000 records into 3 clusters
using the KAMILA algorithm.

Figure 4. The result of clustering the dataset with 70,000 records using the
KAMILA algorithm.

We will perform clustering by reducing the number of records by half. From
Figure 5, we can see that clusters with small distances between features tend to
merge when the number of records is reduced.
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Figure 5. The result of clustering the dataset with 35,000 records using the
KAMILA algorithm.

On Figures 6 and 7, the results of clustering using the k-prototypes algorithm are
shown. Comparing the performance of the KAMILA and k-prototypes algorithms,
it can be concluded that the k-prototypes algorithm is not able to accurately cluster
the data compared to KAMILA, due to the error in weights of categorical data.
However, the execution time of the KAMILA algorithm was 1.67 seconds, while the
k-prototypes algorithm took 61.68 seconds.

As clustering of heterogeneous data di�ers signi�cantly from traditional cluster-
ing, a hybrid distance measure for categorical and numerical values should be used
to avoid certain limitations of traditional approaches.

Hybrid distance is a concept that combines each branch representing a certain
feature with values and weight, which corresponds to the distance between values.

In Figure 8, a typical hierarchical concept is shown, consisting of edges and
vertices, where higher-order vertices represent more general criteria, and lower-order
vertices represent more speci�c features. To �nd the distance between two such
vertices, the weight of the edges must be added. There are several ways to determine
these weights, for example, one can �rst determine the distances between two child
vertices, and then �nd the distance between higher-order vertices. The simplest way
is to assign the same weight, for example 1, to all edges.

Hybrid distance with edge weight 1 is a type of distance metric used in clustering
algorithms that combines di�erent branches representing di�erent features in a hier-
archical tree structure. The weight of each edge represents the distance between two
features. In the case of hybrid distance with edge weight 1, each edge is assigned a
weight of 1, which makes all branches equally important in determining the overall
distance between two observations.

The distance between two categorical values in the two models is the common
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Figure 6. Result of clustering using k-prototypes algorithm on dataset with 70000
records.

Figure 7. Result of clustering using k-prototypes algorithm on dataset with 35000
records.

weight of the path formed by two leaf nodes that represent the categorical values.
To perform hierarchical clustering, we need to calculate the Gower distance and

the distance matrix. We will use the built-in libraries of the R language for this.
Also, in order to see a visual result of hierarchical clustering, we need to reduce
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our data to 50 rows. Once we are con�dent that hierarchical clustering has worked
correctly, we will increase the data to obtain a more accurate result (Fig. 8).

Figure 8. General characteristics of the Gower distance.

From Figure 8, we can see that our metric has mixed data. Now we need to
determine the number of clusters. To do this, we will apply the Average Silhouette
Width.

Figure 9. Clusters quantity.

As can be seen, the algorithm split the described data into two clusters. There-
fore, it is necessary to examine the partition more closely. The agglomerative clus-
tering algorithm split each record in the dataset used into a speci�c cluster.

Figure 10. Clustering vector.

Initially, each branch forms its own cluster. Then, the closest clusters are identi-
�ed and merged into one cluster. The merging process is repeated until all patterns
form a single cluster. The output of hierarchical clustering is usually represented in
the form of a dendrogram, as shown in Figure 10.

Now, regarding the latest calculations, let's display the hierarchical clustering
graphs with di�erent methods. The clustering algorithms vary in identifying the
closest clusters for merging. The three most popular options are single linkage,
complete linkage, and average linkage. The �rst approach measures the distance
between two clusters by the minimum distance between any two points in these
two clusters. In contrast, the complete linkage approach measures the distance by
the maximum distance between any two points in these two clusters. For average
linkage, the distance is measured by the average distance between two schemata of
two clusters.
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In the presented study, it is recommended to use two methods as it provides a
more accurate dendrogram. The following features should be used for clustering:
age, gender, height, weight of the patient, as well as whether the patient smokes,
drinks alcohol, and their cardiovascular indicators: cholesterol, glucose, lower and
upper blood pressure, and whether the patient does cardio exercise (see Figure 11).

Figure 11. Results of hierarchical clustering using complete linkage method.

As expected, there are 2 clusters in the result. Let's analyze the 6th and 20th
records as an example (Figure 12).

As can be seen from the dendrogram, hierarchical clustering assigned the sixth
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Figure 12. The 6th and 20th records from the patient dataset.

record to cluster 2 and the 20th record to cluster 1. These two records are in di�erent
clusters because their features di�er signi�cantly from each other. For example, in
the two records, the gender, cholesterol, and glucose are di�erent. Additionally, the
person from the sixth record is a smoker and leads a sedentary lifestyle, whereas the
person from the 20th record exercises regularly. The common feature between the
two records is cardiovascular exercise.

Now that we have con�rmed that the algorithm works correctly, let's increase
the amount of data to 5000.

For this amount of data, the algorithm found 4 clusters, as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Amount of clusters for 5000 items.

Overall, we can see that the algorithm has divided our data into 4 clusters.
Comparing hierarchical clustering with previous ones, we can say that it is quite
accurate, but unfortunately it takes a lot of resources and time. It took 40 seconds
to cluster 5000 data (Figure 14). If we were to cluster the entire dataset of 70000
data points, it would take up to 30 minutes, as the hierarchical clustering algorithm
runs in 𝑂(𝑛3) time and requires Ω(𝑛2) memory.

5. Results. During the experiments, there was a problem with presenting
the results of the algorithms in a graphical format, which was due to the presence
of 12 di�erent features for clustering, 7 of which were categorical. The problem of
representing data in a graphical format with 12 di�erent features, 7 of which were
categorical, was overcome by using the PCA algorithm to transform categorical
features into numerical ones and reduce the dimensionality of the data to 2 compo-
nents. This was followed by an orthogonal projection of the clusters onto the 2D
space. The approach of using PCA to reduce dimensionality to 2 components and
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Figure 14. Results of hierarchical clustering using complete linkage method.

overlaying clusters on them helped to visualize the results of clustering algorithms,
but it also resulted in signi�cant information loss, as demonstrated by the example
of applying k-prototypes clustering.

Conducting experiments on hierarchical clustering of heterogeneous data, we can
note the advantages and disadvantages of this approach. Among the advantages are
the ability to visually display the results of clustering using dendrograms without
preprocessing the data, which avoids loss of information. Dendrograms provide the
user with the ability to quickly identify typical representatives of dataset clusters.
For example, using the cardio indicators dataset of hospital patients we were able to
divide the patient records into 4 groups, which in practice can help in determining
the approach to treating a particular patient. As an advantage of this algorithm,
one can also mention the ability to quickly track the in�uence of di�erent types
of features on clusters and to �nd the distance between di�erent categorical fea-
tures. After conducting experiments, some disadvantages of hierarchical clustering
of heterogeneous data can be noted, such as longer execution time compared to
partitioning clustering algorithms such as K-Means and k-Prototypes, which can be
explained by the quadratic complexity of hierarchical algorithms compared to linear
complexity of partitioning ones. Taking into account these factors, as well as the
complexity of presenting the results of analysis of large datasets, it can be noted
that clustering of large datasets with mixed features is impractical, as the KAMILA
algorithm implemented on the MapReduce distributed computing model will have
a signi�cant advantage in terms of speed.

Based on the experiments conducted with the k-prototypes algorithm, it can be
noted that the main advantage of this method is its relative simplicity in implemen-
tation. However, in terms of other properties, the k-prototypes method lags behind
the KAMILA algorithm. Some of the disadvantages of k-prototypes algorithm in-
clude the complexity of �nding the weights between categorical and numerical data,
which reduces the speed of the algorithm and leads to inaccurate results. Addition-
ally, the random selection of cluster centers during initialization and the di�culty in
determining the number of potential clusters make the results more variable. During
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the experiment, it was observed that the accuracy of the algorithm was low, which
was caused by the loss of information due to the use of the Hamming distance and
the predominance of categorical data in the dataset.

The KAMILA method is a modern method of clustering heterogeneous data.
Unlike the clustering algorithms demonstrated in the experiments, this algorithm
is much more e�cient. This algorithm is as fast as the usual k-means algorithm,
but unlike this algorithm and other divisive clustering algorithms, it is much more
robust to outliers, since KAMILA is a model-based algorithm using KDE. Overall,
the KAMILA algorithm is a modern method for clustering heterogeneous data.
Unlike the clustering algorithms demonstrated in the experiments, this algorithm is
much more e�cient. The algorithm is as fast as regular k-means, but unlike this
algorithm and other divisive clustering algorithms, KAMILA is much more robust
to outliers, as it is a model-based algorithm that uses KDE. The algorithm also
accurately separates data into clusters and does not require a lot of memory during
execution. Thanks to its characteristics, this algorithm can be used for clustering
large datasets. Using the KAMILA algorithm is recommended when the distribution
of the data is unknown.

The only signi�cant disadvantage of this algorithm is that it can be di�cult to
understand. Additionally, KAMILA may produce less accurate results for data in a
normal distribution.

The Average Silhouette method can be used for optimal selection of the number
of clusters, which allows validating the membership of each point to a particular
cluster. After running the clustering algorithm with a certain number of clusters,
the silhouette analysis is applied to it, returning a number from -1 to 1. The closer
this number is to 0, the closer the majority of points are to their center.

Discussion of the results. During the conducted research, general concepts
of clustering and its methods were considered. As a result, it was examined and
analyzed that mixed-type data are quite common in many �elds, but there are no
e�ective clustering strategies for such datasets. In other words, existing methods use
arbitrary management strategies for clustering continuous and categorical features,
which often leads to undesirable solutions dominated by one or the other type. The
issues with conventional methods for clustering mixed data were characterized and
it was con�rmed that to use clustering methods for mixed data, it is necessary to
choose a dataset with a moderate number of records so that these methods take
less time, but it is also important to understand that accuracy cannot be achieved
without some loss. In addition, it was understood that processed data is needed
for the clustering of mixed-type data, meaning data that has been cleaned of un-
necessary information and transformed into appropriate formats. The experiment
also explored how to consider the similarity inherent in categorical values during
hierarchical clustering, using the hierarchy of distances approach, which not only
facilitates the expression of similarity but also combines several widely accepted
approaches to processing categorical data.

Based on the experiments conducted, it is possible to draw conclusions about
the usefulness of certain clustering algorithms for mixed-type data, depending on
the required accuracy, knowledge of the dataset, its size, as well as the resources
of the working station and the desired speed. Based on the analysis and experi-
ments, it was found that hierarchical clustering was the most appropriate method
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for processing the cardio patient data, despite the signi�cant processing time. The
resulting clusters were the most informative and convenient for end-users, such as
hospital sta�. The results demonstrate that the proposed hierarchical clustering ap-
proach can better reveal the structure of data similarity, especially when categorical
attributes are involved and their values have varying degrees of similarity. The main
disadvantage of hierarchical clustering is its slow algorithm, which is compensated
by the absence of frequent changes in the dataset. Based on the experiments con-
ducted, it can be concluded that the KAMILA algorithm is the most e�ective in
meeting the requirements of both speed and accuracy. After analyzing the results
of the k-prototypes algorithm, it should be noted that using this method is only
advisable with signi�cant knowledge in the subject area of the data, to properly
weight the categorical and numerical data. It should also be noted that clustering
mixed data using distances can result in information loss, and if accuracy is a top
priority, it may be more appropriate to use clustering algorithms based on models or
neural networks for clustering mixed data. In addition, it should be noted that the
methods that were not used in this coursework were rejected due to their di�cult
implementation or lack of information about them.

Summary. In summary, it can be concluded that the problem of clustering
mixed-type data remains challenging, and the methods investigated in this study
have signi�cant limitations. When working with a small dataset, the accuracy of the
results was poor, while using a larger dataset led to higher accuracy but signi�cantly
increased computation time. It is important to carefully consider the characteris-
tics of the dataset, the desired level of accuracy, and the available computational
resources when choosing a clustering method for mixed-type data. Additionally,
further research is needed to develop more e�cient and accurate algorithms for
clustering mixed-type data. The biggest problem is the lack of information about
these methods in general. In most sources, the methods are characterized as a gen-
eral concept, and experiments are almost always absent. In conclusion, it can be
said that the �eld of clustering of heterogeneous data is not fully explored. There-
fore, clustering of heterogeneous data is a challenging process that requires a lot
of experience in this �eld and skills to implement one's work to improve existing
algorithms or create new methods for clustering heterogeneous data.
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Бойко Н. I., Ткачик О. А. Алгоритми та методи кластеризацiї для рiзнома-
нiтних даних.

Дослiдження присвячено комплексному вивченню методiв кластеризацiї рiзноти-
пових даних. Дослiджуються проблеми алгоритмiв графiчного формату, що зумовленi
наявнiстю 12-ти рiзних ознак для кластеризацiї, 7 з яких були категорiальнi. Пред-
ставлене подання даних по 12-ти осях в графiчному форматi. Було вирiшено застосу-
вати алгоритм PCA з перетворенням категорiальних ознак в числовi для зменшення
розмiрностi даних до 2-х компонент й подальшого ортогонального накладання кла-
стерiв на них. Наводиться застосування кластеризацiї методу к-прототипiв. Показане
використання PCA для зменшення розмiрностi в 6 разiв приводить до значної втра-
ти iнформацiї. Проведенi експерименти щодо iєрархiчної кластеризацiї рiзнотипових
даних, можна вiдзначити переваги й недолiки даного пiдходу. Наведена складнiсть
проведення кластеризацiї, яка полягає у представленнi результатiв аналiзу великих
даних. Описаний алгоритм KAMILA, який реалiзований на моделi розподiлених об-
числень MapReduce i дає значну перевагу по швидкодiї.

Ключовi слова: максимiзацiя очiкування, моделювання структурних рiвнянь, KAy-
середнi для даних MIxedLArge, найменший спiльний предок, карта самоорганiзацiї,
теорiя адаптивного резонансу, оцiнка щiльностi ядра.
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